IBM Cloud Pak for Data

Simplify data
and AI with a
fully-managed
platform

AI is transforming
business as we know it
With the increased focus on
building more intelligent workflows
and customizing client interactions
many organizations are tapping
into the cloud to deliver the critical
capabilities their teams need, at scale.
As the demand for these services
grows so does the IT complexity.
The average enterprise today is
grappling with a complex,
distributed IT landscape.

Introducing IBM Cloud
Pak for Data as a Service
Deliver critical data and AI services
without the associated IT resources
and expenses. IBM Cloud Pak® for
Data as a Service is an integrated
data and AI platform, fully managed
on the IBM Cloud®.

Improve data
management
Collect data of all sources and
structures with cloud-native data
management to independently
scale compute and storage.

90%

5X increase

businesses predicted
to adopt AI by 20221

in cloud-based AI
from 2019 to 20232

98%
of companies planning
to use multiple hybrid
clouds by 20213

90%
less time managing
infrastructure

20%
lower operational costs4

25%–35%
lower data warehouse
capacity cost5

Optimize DataOps
Integrate and catalog data assets
wherever they live for self-service
discovery, policy management and
metadata generation.

Automate the AI
lifecycle
Build, deploy, scale and monitor custom
ML and AI models with automated trust
and transparency. Accelerate model time
to value.

Infuse AI-driven
applications

90%

$27M

reduction in data
and AI lifecycle time

in productivity
savings

459%
projected ROI
over 3 years6

$1.2–$3.4M

Use AI-powered apps and build
upon APIs to make more accurate
predictions while automating
decisions and processes.

projected data science,
ML and AI benefits7

Getting started with
as-a-Service

Give your business what it needs—consistency in data
performance and AI deployments with data and AI
available as-a-Service, on one unified platform.
Learn how to get started by reading the whitepaper,
or watching the webinar today.
Read the paper

Watch the webinar
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